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Key Advantages

•  Secure your corporate 
valuables stored on PCs, 
laptops, VDI workstations, 
collaborative tools like 
shared folders, USB and 
other removable devices, 
and up in your cloud 
storages. 

•  Ensure consistent and 
strong encrypted data 
protection across your 
corporate devices.

•  Protect company intellectual 
property and support 
compliance requirements.

•  Simplify security 
management and enable 
broad visibility by Grayteq 
Security Orchestrator 
(SO) for encryption key 
deployment, management, 
policy administration, 
auditing, and reporting.

•  Easily and persistently 
enforce company-wide 
encryption policies.

•  Reduce TCO and complexity 
by using comprehensive 
data protection solutions 
with single-console 
management.

Grayteq Encryption for DLP
 Proven help to protect your valuable data

Grayteq Encrypt ion for DLP solut ions persistent ly  protect a l l  k ind of  corporate data 
either on workstat ions,  laptops and servers with comprehensive monitor ing,  logging, 
s ingle console managed pol icy distr ibut ion,  real-t ime alert ing,  ful l  audit-trai l  with 
evidence and proof-of-protect ion.

Encryption for every circumstance

With mult iple protect ion layers from a s ingle,  automated,  ful ly  user-transparent 
storage- ,  or removable media encrypt ion,  thru the protect ion for shared folders and 
drives,  up to the strong encrypt ion of  data whi le moving from one place to the other, 
Grayteq’s  encrypt ion pol ic ies can easi ly  adapt to any use cases,  environment and 
circumstances.

Grayteq Data Loss Prevention Solutions Family

DLP DLP Dashboard Encryption for DLP Classifier Classifier for Office
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Protect local data
Grayteq Encryption for DLP engine provides on-the-fly, user 
transparent encryption and decryption for files stored on your local 
PC or laptop hard drives as an additional level of extra protection 
over the Grayteq DLP set of protection layers in both the device is 
on or off.

Protect network data
In case of network accessing your valuable files, having files and 
folders separately encrypted provides an additional layer of 
protection, as the data it contains is unreadable and unusable to 
the unauthorized one. With Grayteq Encryptions for DLP, you can 
stack files encrypted with different encryption keys in a separately 
encrypted folders to elevate security with an addition encryption 
layer.

Protect in-the-cloud data
With Grayteq Cloud Share Encryption feature you can securely 
store encrypted data on cloud storage services such as Apple 
iCloud, JustCloud, ZipCloud, MyPCBackup, SugarSync, Backup Genie, 
CrashPlan, Dropbox, Google Drive, and Microsoft OneDrive.

Protect removable media data
While off-the-shelf USB devices are small and inexpensive, so they’re 
easy to misplace or lose. Data stored on removable media enjoy user 
transparent, automatically enforced encryption of files and folders 
stored or shared on  any removable media  devices, irrespectively to 
their type (for example, USB drives and CD/DVDs).  

With policy-based encryption, it’s quick and easy to enforce orga-
nization-wide encryption policies for removable media to mitigate 
the risk of data loss. Encrypting removable media still permits the 
media to be used by authorized users on Grayteq protected devices 
outside the organization also.

Transparent end-user experience
Grayteq Encryption for DLP encrypted documents keep original file 
appearance to users, while strongly encrypt its content, making it 
unreadable for unauthorized users. User authentication is fully inte-
grated with the Microsoft Windows logon, meaning that any authen-
tication token used for the Windows logon is automatically support-
ed by file and removable media protection, making any additional 
authentication process unnecessary.

About us
Grayteq was born from a firm commitment to provide superior data 
security products to companies and people all over the world. Since 
its inception, our company has passed down and expanded on its 
traditional strengths as an IT security software manufacturing com-
pany. Grayteq’s approach to data loss prevention massively differs 
from any other data loss prevention manufacturers’ approach in 
numerous aspects. Our slogan well represents our way of thinking 
about data loss and applicable prevention measures to stop it..

Contact us
grayteq.com/contact

Get started

Grayteq data protection expert 
team will work with you to 
understand your unique data 
security requirements, help 
you define priorities and share 
industry best practices.

Email your questions or point 
of interest with contact details 
to support@grayteq.com

Granular flexibility

•  With various options 
to encrypt individual 
documents, folders, 
locations, and/or file types 
Grayteq Encryption for 
DLP provides you with 
more effective selection of 
valuable data to encrypt 
based on policies, while 
also allowing the user to 
encrypt additional files on 
demand.

Encryption for DLP is

SAFETY

The Grayteq name, logo, Grayteq DLP and all other Grayteq products 
named herein are either registered trademarks or trademarks of 
Sealar Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

All information provided is subject to change without notice. Errors 
and omissions excepted.

Think different

Do different
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